2 presents a brief outline of Apple's digitalized interactive retailing platform and retailing ecosystem. Other brands that have successfully developed their own DIPs are Starbucks, Burberry and -of course -Amazon, and we will present how these brands have transformed their retailing experience.
How Starbucks manages omnichannel store environments
Consider the case of Starbucks' retail stores and its Starbucks app. The pre-transaction environment involves a DIP that includes menu boards and a showcase of food items, along with one's favorites and past purchase history. The transaction environment consists of a DIP entailing an order processing system integrated with purchase-based rewards and payment options, and estimated time of pickup. In the digitalized physical environments of Starbucks' as a "third place," the customer becomes part of an assemblage of tables and chairs made from ecologically recycled and increasingly locally sourced wood that connects with environmentally conscious customers. The music -streamed by Starbucks partner Spotify-the complimentary WiFi service, lighting, the artwork showcasing local artists, and other persons in the store round out environments of experiences. There is also the scope for individuals to define their own preferred consumption contexts and to enjoy and shape different kinds of personalized Starbucks experiences.
How Burberry encourages smart, connected retailing
The fashion retailer Burberry has brought together its customer portal, social marketing, its supply chain and the Burberry world of fashion, together with the retail experience, social product offerings, custom mobile apps, insights and analysis, in a unified retail enterprise architecture. In its flagship retail stores the retail experience has changed through several enabling technologies deployed throughout the store to engage individuals. For instance, a key enabling technology is a radio-frequency ID tagging (RFID) system, which provides both sales associates and customers with immediate access to a rich stream of content when a RFID-tagged item is activated. The content includes up-to-date information on every item, such as what sizes or colors are currently available. This information enables sales associates to spend more time attending personally to a customer, rather than disappearing in the back room to check the stock. The content also includes the heritage of the product, sketches, color swatches and video clips, which customers can view on display units throughout the store.
Customers can visit the store with items saved from their online account. They can make store appointments to check out a new collection and initiate conversations on a variety of lifestyle issues. Employees not only have access to CRM type data, but they can also connect with customers' social media activities, from Facebook comments to Tweets and blog postings. Catwalk shows can be watched live on a huge screen, and customers can participate remotely in fashion shows with a front seat experience and order items in real time directly off the runway. Customers also get to showcase the retail brand's iconic products, such as its trench coat, through a standalone social media platform environment, uploading photos of themselves wearing their trench coats, featured on the site's main page for a short duration. They can also suggest (re)design ideas for products. Burberry, in turn, can experiment with changes to its offerings and test its marketing communications with the Burberry community.
How Amazon leverages its retail ecosystems
Amazon customers can interact and transact with Amazon retail offerings through online services such as Amazon.com, Amazon Music, Amazon app and Alexa. All services are made more accessible through devices such as Amazon Fire, Echo and Dash and extended through brick-and-mortar operations such as Whole Foods, Amazon Books, Amazon Locker and Amazon Go. Amazon.com itself continues to be a DIP retail offering par excellence. It consists of an assemblage of elements like the 1-click ordering button and the ubiquitous Amazon delivery boxes, and of people like the tens of thousands of Amazon reviewers populating the world's largest and most-up-to-date database of customer reviews. Algorithmic processes power the experience-centric analytics and recommendation engine, and the industry-leading web navigation interface that is continuously iterated to sustain stickier and personalized engagements. "Amazon.com + Echo + Alexa," "Amazon.com + Amazon Books + Amazon app," or "Amazon.com + WholeFoods" can be seen as further assemblages of the focal DIP retail offering coming into relation with other supporting DIPs in the Amazon network.
In each instance, value emerges from joint creation through the contextualized, location-based and dynamic interactions of DIP components activated by particular shoppers, allowing unique engagements. The Amazon network multiplies the value of Amazon.com to shoppers and cannot be controlled and staged by the company on its own. Shoppers, by co-creating with the network, are active stakeholders in defining the interactions, the context of the events that underlie these interactions and what they find meaningful.
In a network economy with innovation increasingly based on personalization and co-design of services, offerings as DIPs promote interactive agency in retail environments. A DIP can be described as an evolving digitalized networked arrangement of related physical and digitalized artifacts of persons, increasingly software-enabled processes, and different interfaces such as apps or elements of a store (see Figure 1 ). Altogether they provide many interactive system environments enacting interactional creation of value.
Typically, individuals engage with a retail DIP offering in their particular contexts of interactions with apps or similar components. By delving deeper into the nature of the individual interactions, hidden and untapped sources of value can be revealed. Shoppers get more engaged, and retail managers gain more insights and are able to design ecosystems that allow a more effective creation of "all-win more" outcomes, especially in more profitable ways. Retail offering as a DIP, composed of artifacts, persons, processes and interfaces, affording multiple interactive system environments for engaging actors
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D I G I TA L I Z E D I N T E R A C T I V E P L AT F O R M
How to be a successful retailer-co-creator Based on these retailers' experiences, there are several recommendations for those interested in reinventing retail offers.
> Broaden your view of retailing
Retailers need to incorporate a broader view of value creation into their operations, encompassing different types of stakeholding individuals in the organizational ecosystem. Shoppers, fashionistas, designers, journalists, enterprise partners and many more can have a distinct role in co-designing environments from the perspective of interactions. They all contribute to meaningful retail experiences, focusing on what different stakeholders value in retail engagements, and to better managing a retailer's relationships by tapping into the knowledge and skills of all individuals, both personally and as communities.
> Enable DIPs for internal and external activities
DIPs of engagement in retail activities entail digitalized networked arrangements. They need to be designed around activities such as connecting with customers, employees, partners or any other stakeholders, innovating/marketing offerings, customer service/ support and activities of collectives such as brand/ user communities, whether self-organized or otherwise.
> Integrate physical and digital environments
Technological innovations such as IoT, virtual or augmented reality, GPS and RFID tracking, AI, and robots/drones/driverless vehicles are already changing the face of commerce, equipping both consumers and retailers with new capabilities in decision-making, analytics, traffic flow and customer experience management. Advanced technologies on mobile devices, social networks and in-store solutions are fusing touch-and-feel information in physical retail with online content in e-commerce in smart, connected ways. In a connected world, retailers will be successful with hybriddelivery systems in which consumers can use a range of interface technologies across multiple channels. Being able to interact with informational content, human actors and technical resources at different stages of the decision making and shopping processes will enable rewarding shopping experiences for customers and retailers alike.
